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ABSTRACT
Motivation: The ParaHox cluster contains three Hox-related
homeobox genes. The evolution of this sister of the Hoxgene clusters has been studied extensively in metazoans
with a focus on its early evolution. Its fate within the vertebrate lineage, and in particular following the teleost-specific
genome duplication, however, has not received much attention.
Results: Three of the four human ParaHox loci are linked with
PDGFR family tyrosine kinases. We demonstrate that these
loci arose duplications in an ancestral vertebrate and trace
the subsequent histroy of gene losses. Surprisingly, teleost
fishes have not expanded their ParaHox repertoire following
the teleost-specific genome duplication, while duplicates of
the associated tyrosine kinases have survived, supporting the
hypothesis of a large scale duplication followed by extensive
gene loss.
Contact: sonja@bioinf.uni-leipzig.de

ParaHox genes form a group of homeodomain transcription
factors that is closely related to the well-known Hox genes.
Just as the Hox gene clusters, ParaHox genes form clusters
and are linked to receptor tyrosine kinases (Spring, 2002).
ParaHox genes are crucial in the development of gut, neutral tube, and brain (Brooke et al., 1998). Like their more
famous sister group, the ParaHox genes are arranged in a
single tightly linked cluster in the cephalochordate Branchiostoma floridae (Brooke et al., 1998), while the human
genome contains ParaHox genes on four different chromosomes, see e.g. the recent review by Garcia-Fernàndez (2005)
and the references therein. The 2R hypothesis (Holland et al.,
1994) explains this fact by two rounds of whole-genome
duplications early in the vertebrate lineage.
All vertebrates for which genomic information is currently
available share the same system of three Cdx, two Gsx, and
a single Xlox gene, with occasional missing genes in different species that are more likely problems with the unfinished
genome assemblies rather than true losses. In tetrapoda, three
of these genes (Gsh-1 (gsx), Ipf-1 (xlox), and Cdx-2 (cdx))
are arranged in an uninterrupted cluster, while the other three
genes are located each on a different chromosome. Three
of the four mammalian loci are adjacent to members of
the PDGFR tyrosine kinase family. A comparison with the
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Fig. 1. Neighbor net of PDGFR family receptor tyrosine kinases calculated using SplitsTree with the ML protein distance
option. The phylogenetic reconstruction implies two tandemduplication events preceeding the vertebrate-specific duplications
(inset). The 2R duplications then produced 2 paralog groups for
PDGFR, three paralogs (csf1r, kit, and flt3 ) of the KIT group and
four paralog groups of the VEGFR group: kdr, flt1, flt4, kdr-X, the
latter having been deleted in mammals. The teleost-specific duplication has left two first-order paralogs of pdgfrb, csf1r, and kit. See
electronic supplement for details.

chicken and frog genomes shows that the tyrosine kinases
of the B-cluster (on the mammalian X chromosomes) have
been lost, probably in conjunction with the origin of the
X-chromosome. In contrast, there is no intact ParaHox cluster in teleost fishes, but we observe that most fish ParaHox
genes have neighbors from the PDGFR family. Phylogenetic
trees of the Gsh and Cdx proteins show that the redundancy
resulting from the duplication was resolved completely: no
paralogs from this most recent duplication have survived.

Electronic supplement: http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/Publications/SUPPLEMENTS/05-007/
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Fig. 2. Structure and evolution of the vertebrate ParaHox loci.

The case study presented here highlights a much more
general problem. The annotation of orthologous genes in
multi-gene families is often inaccurate based on a pairwise
sequence comparisons and clustering alone (Remm et al.,
2001; Li et al., 2003), in particular when, as was the case
here, in most species only automatically generated gene
models are available. Multi-gene famlies, such as the receptor tyrosine kinases, often are subject to strong directional
selection in individual paralogs in individual lineages, a fact
that makes orthology annotation from distance data even harder. The systematic combination of gene phylogenies with
synteny information in multiple species appears to be a promising remedy, even, as the example of the ParaHox clusters
shows, in the presence of additional ancient duplications and
extensive gene loss.
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